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AND MEET THE WORLD

laemmli architektur office, design by dieter laemmli, switzerland

You can find
Staron around the world.
staron’s superior product quality, ease of material handling, and variety of 

color choices makes the application of the product relevant in offices and 

public institutions around the world. staron solid surface is a world class 

brand that is recognized around the world.



OFFICE & WORK SPACESTARON + TEMPEST

OFFICE

design by peter carman, dakota design, 
australia

pkf office in switzerland   

evansville office in u.s.a

raiffeisen bank in switzerland

Many offices and public facilities are focused on creating business efficiencies 

and improving the environment by reducing stress in the work place. We help 

you accomplish this through our superior processing power and providing 

interior design material that improves the quality of life of workers.

Refined interiors styled with
solid surface - Staron
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kantonal bank in switzerland

Staron has been tested for various certifications. Staron is accredited with Greenguard and certified 

to be low-emitting material that leads to better air quality indoors. Staron also received Scientific 

Certification Systems (SCS) certification for environmental management systems and other operations. 

We are committed to not only environmentally friendly products but also promoting good health in 

our lives.

Eco-friendly Staron,
work in a comfortable and safe environment.

kantonal bank in switzerland   

olympia stadion in germany  

reception desk in france
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BANK

heathrow airport, terminal 5, london, uk

AIRPORT

heathrow international airport in u.k 

Most commonly used Staron color for offices and public facilities is white. 

We offer a variety of 20 white colors in this series. From pure white solids 

to special coating and transparent chip patterns, you can transform an office 

environment with our white color range. 

Various color ranges of white

Staron solid surfaces are durable and impact resistant. In case of cracks or damage, 

you can easily restore the surface. Although Staron is not physically affected by the 

impact of the environment, over time, there may be slight changes to the gloss surface.  

To recover the original feel of the surface, you can easily apply light sanding and polish.  

High traffic areas like airports are ideal locations for Staron solid surface where quick 

fixes can keep the space looking new for an extended period of time.

Staron, a smart material that is easy to
maintain and repair
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MULTI SHOW ROOM

Staron’s smooth surface features convey a futuristic feel that is 

a lively addition to a stylish showroom. The various colors and 

smooth surface treatments allow products to stand out more. 

The easy care of the stain resistant and heat resistant surfaces 

of Staron makes it a comfortable choice for exhibitions.  

Staron,
creates stylish gallery spaces

samsung d’light in korea 

samsung d’light in korea
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TRAININg INSTITUTE

Staron solid surface is a durable and dry material that can bring new 

vitality to a wall. Upgrade your space with inspirational designs to 

differentiate a space.

Staron is
leading the upgrade of spaces

samsung human resources development center in korea

STARON + TEMPEST

samsung electronics in korea
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gALLERY
dp9 office, design by dmfk architects, london, uk 

Staron can be used as both furniture and as an interior wall material. Staron can 

bring coherent wall colors that are clean and seamless. The walls are easy to clean 

because it is stain resistant and have non-porous surfaces. Staron works well for 

gallery spaces to display a variety of goods and products. 

Staron,
bringing new style to an interior

cinema in russia      




